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2,100+ 5 star reviews!

Engaging and seasonal!

Editable for ANY 
spelling list!

Autofill magic – just type in your 
word list and the worksheets will 

automatically fill in for you!

editableSPELLING

all year bundle
ACTIVITIES



Seasons Included:

Can be used for:

Winter Spring

Summer Autumn

weekly spelling words

high frequency words

vocabulary words

SO much more!

Available 
templates for:

5 words
10 words
15 words
20 words



But Lauren, how does 
the autofill work?

editableSPELLING
ACTIVITIES

3. All activities will automatically generate!

4.  Print one, some, or all activities.

5.  Repeat with new words!

1.  Choose a

 5 words
 10 words
 15 words
 20 words

template:
2.  Type your words



Activities included 
in this bundle:

*arctic ABC order

*colorful coats

*penguin pictures

*polar practice

*silly snow story

*snowflake sorting

*cocoa color-by-letter

*mitten messages

*pinecone pyramids

*reindeer rhymes

*ski and search

*snowman sentences

12 different activities
to choose from



*spring spying

*spring sunshine 
spinners

*puddle patterns

*chirping chick codes

*eggy asking 
sentences

*garden graphs

*rainbow roll & write

*shamrock syllables

*mushroom math

*backwards 
butterflies

*birdie bubbles

*busy bee boxes

Activities included 
in this bundle:

12 different activities
to choose from



*beachy 
backwards ABC’s

*camping capitals

*lengthy lemonade

*sunglasses & secrets

*sailing sentences

*sandal sprinners

*sandcastle syllable 
sort

*sunshine spiral

*surf and search

*tropical sound 
tallies

*vacation vowels

*watermelon words

Activities included 
in this bundle:

12 different activities
to choose from



*alphabetical acorns

*batty boxes ABC’s

*candy apple capitals

*consonant crows

*cracking corny 
codes

*fall favorites

*picture pie

*raking rainbow write

*squirrely syllable sort

*stacking 
scarecrows

*font feast

*typing turkeys

Activities included 
in this bundle:

12 different activities
to choose from



editableSPELLING

all year bundle
ACTIVITIES

See

action!
it in

Winter Spelling 
Activities

Spring Spelling 
Activity

Summer 
Spelling 
Activity

Autumn Spelling 
Activities



TEACHERS ARE 
RAVING!



STOP the SEARCH for SPELLING practice!

EDITABLE + spelling 
practice + engaging 
activities for ANY 

word list!

EVERYTHING you need!
Ready 

for ANY 
spelling 
practice 
you may 

need!



GET THE BUNDLE & 
SAVE $$$

Editable Product
# of EDITABLE 

Pages

Winter Spelling 12

Spring Spelling 12

Summer Spelling 12

Autumn Spelling 12

Bundle TOTALS 48 pages

SAVE $$$ with this BUNDLE



Frequently Asked 
Questions

Can you add more 
than 20 words?

Unfortunately, no. Adding more words 
makes the text extremely small and 
hard for learners to see/read.

What do I need for 
the autofill to 
work?

All you need is the Adobe Reader 
software (which is FREE!) on a 
desktop computer or laptop.

Do I need a certain 
font on my 
computer for this 
to work?

You do NOT need a certain font! All 
you need is this resource and the 
FREE Adobe Reader software!

I bought one of the 
individual packets, 
and now I want the 
bundle. Can I get a 
discount?

TpT does not allow sellers to process 
refunds. However, they will refund 
you if you buy both. After buying the 
bundle, email them and ask for the 
individual item to be refunded. 
support@teacherspayteachers.com


